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HST 223/ANT 287 
Cannibalism and Civilization 

 
Fall 2019               Professor: Clare Griffin 
Schedule: TR 15:00-16:15             clare.griffin@nu.edu.kz 
                Office: 8.402 
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Course Description 
 
In the early modern world, people were often concerned with differences between groups of humans, and what the limits of humanity were. 
One key part of such debates was the accusation of cannibalism: claiming another group to be cannibals was the ultimate weapon in declaring 
them uncivilized and even inhuman. Such accusations reveal historical ideas about how humans should behave. They also display views on the 
human body, as accounts of cannibalism were often concerned with the bodies of the eaters and the eaten. This course will examine textual and 
visual representations of cannibalism from around the world from the fourteenth to the nineteenth century, to take a global view on how 
considering cannibalism can help us understand the history of human behaviour and human bodies. 
 
Course Aims: 
 
1) To provide students with a basic knowledge of early modern ideas of humanity and the human body, arranged around accusations of 
cannibalism, and in particular with how accusations of cannibalism were key to constructing ideas about the limits of humanity. 
 
2) To familiarize students with the major scholarly debates surrounding constructions of humanity in the early modern global world, and with 
the different ways cultural historians, historians of science and medicine, and anthropologists, have tried to explain early modern understandings 
of the human body and of human behaviour. 
 
3) To enhance students’ critical thinking and writing abilities, in particular with regards to interpreting a wide range of primary source materials 
as well as secondary literature, and the use of these in constructing an essay. 
 
4) To develop students’ research skills through the creation of a short presentation on a primary source and the relevance of that source to the 
main themes of the course. 
 
HPRS Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs): 
 
By the end of the course the student will be expected to: 
 
1) Display an understanding of how and why the limits of humanity were fragile and contested in the early modern world, and the importance 
of accusations of cannibalism in constructing and policing those limits. [A1, A2, A3, B11] 
 
2) Show a good understanding of the various ways scholars from a range of disciplines have approached the history of human behaviour and of 
the body in the early modern world. [B2, B8] 
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3) Demonstrate an ability to analyze primary and secondary source materials, to select relevant materials from a list of further readings, and to 
use them in the construction of an argumentative historical essay. [B3, B4, B5, B6, B9, A4, A5, B10, B12, C5] 
 
4) Display an understanding of the huge range and diversity of primary sources of different genres and from different cultures that can be 
included in the history of human behaviour and of the body. [B1, C1, C4, B7, C6] 
 
Soc/Ant Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs): 
 
Anthropology students should demonstrate knowledge and/or skill in the following areas: 
Knowledge and Theory: Students should demonstrate a knowledge of a range of historical accounts of cannibalism, and how scholars from a 
variety of disciplines have analysed those accounts, as well as of the theoretical approaches used by historians, notably the history of the body. 
 
Engaging with scholarship: students will approach accounts of cannibalism with the understanding that these are informed by the biases of the 
author, rather than objective statements of fact, and will interpret those sources as evidence for cross-cultural understandings, 
misunderstandings, and prejudices. 
 
Self-directed learning: students will select a primary source from a list provided by the professor, conduct further research into that source, and 
complete an oral presentation analysing that source and its importance to understanding accounts of cannibalism. 
 
Class Policies: 
 
Students with Disabilities: 
NU is committed to inclusive education, including making sure that students with both visible disabilities (such as the need to use a wheelchair) 
and invisible disabilities (such as chronic illnesses and learning disabilities) are given the best chance to succeed. If you have any requests that 
would improve your ability to succeed in this course, email your instructor at the start of the semester and he or she will do what is possible to 
make reasonable accommodations. Any conversation on this issue will remain strictly confidential. To learn more about NU's commitment to 
accessible and inclusive education, go to the following page: https://nu.kz.libguides.com/DisabilitySupport/  
 
Readings: 
Students are required to complete all the essential readings, and also to use the further readings when preparing essays (see below). There is 
no required textbook. All essential readings will be provided via Moodle. 
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Methods of contact/teaching: 
- Moodle site, including forums and quizzes, and AMAs on cannibalism and COVID 
- Email 
- Telegram channel 
- readings as PDFs via Moodle 
- intro to topics as audio file lectures to accompany PDFS of quotes and images 
- optional drop-in Zoom classes and office hours 
 
Assignments: 
Participation in Moodle forums – 10% 
Participation in creating course vocabulary list – 5% 
Source Analysis Assignments – 20%  
Pop quizzes and surveys 15% 
Draft essay 1 – 5%  
Essay 1 20% 
Draft essay 2 – 5%  
Essay 2 20% 
EXTRA CREDIT 5 marks – contribution to the bibliography (find one academic article, book or primary source not currently in the syllabus or 
further readings and review it, making a clear case as to why it should be included in the course materials) OR self-created assignment to be 
agreed with professor 
 
Participation in Moodle forums: 
Each week, you will be asked to answer specific questions about the readings. You should answer this question in the relevant Moodle forum. 
There will also be two “Ask Me Anything” forums running for the entire course, one on cannibalism, the other on COVID-19. You can use these 
to ask any question you would like on those topics at any time. 
Marking: 
10 – participation in at least 12 different weekly Moodle forums 
8 – participation in at least 10 different weekly Moodle forums 
6 – participation in at least 8 different weekly Moodle forums 
4 – participation in at least 6 different weekly Moodle forums 
2 – participation in at least 4 different Moodle forums, including the weekly forums and the general “Ask Me Anything” forums  
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0 – no participation in any Moodle forum  
 
Participation in creating course vocabulary list  
We will keep a Googledoc in which we will list various terms we needed to look up during this course. This will include technical vocabulary, and 
other kinds of words. All students will contribute to this, by adding a term to the list of words and attempting a definition based on what they 
have found. The professor will check all definitions, and adjust them as needed.  
Marking: 
5 marks – contribute two terms and draft definitions to the course vocabulary list (the professor will finalise the definition) 
3 marks – contribute one term and draft definition to the course vocabulary list (the professor will finalise the definition) 
1 marks – contribute to the course vocabulary list by asking for a term to be defined 
0 marks – no contribution to the course vocabulary list 
 
Source Analysis Assignments  
You will have five opportunities to submit source analysis papers; the lowest mark will be dropped. These papers should be 400-500 words long. 
There are two options for completing this assignment. Students will receive general feedback after each paper. 
Option one: Write a paper that analyses the major points of the source, including whose voice it is in, how it represents the people in the incident, 
and how it is relevant to the history of cannibalism  
Option two: Often, we are looking at sources that depict a particular group in a very negative light. We can address this in our work. Pick one 
major element from the source, for example representation of women, then write a reply from the people depicted in the source. How would 
they feel, what would they say, if they could reply to these historical sources? 
Marking: 
Each source analysis is worth 5 marks; the top 4 out of 5 assignment marks will count towards your final grade. 
5 marks – full length paper that identifies one or more major elements in the source, and addresses it 
3 marks – short paper that identifies one or more major elements in the source, and tries to address it 
0 mark – no paper submitted, or submission of a paper that is entirely irrelevant or inappropriate 
 
Pop quizzes and surveys  
Pop quizzes are worth 5 marks. Each quiz will contain 5 questions reviewing basic knowledge from the course (for example, what is 
endocannibalism?). You will be told ahead of each quiz when it will be available, and for how long.  
Surveys are pass/fail. If at least 80% of the class takes a survey, everyone will get 2 points. 
Marking of pop quizzes and surveys: These assignments together will make up 15% of your grade. The lowest 2 grades for this group of 
assignments will be dropped.  
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Extra Credit: 
There are two extra credit options, you can pick ONE of these to submit as optional extra credit assignment. 
Option one: find one academic article, book or primary source not currently in the syllabus or further readings and write a 400 word review, 
making a clear case as to why it should be included in the course materials  
Option two: with the professor’s guidance, design your own assignment and marking criteria (assignment to be worth 5 marks maximum). This 
assignment must be directly relevant to the course, should respectfully deal with other cultures beliefs and actions, and can be of any length, 
size or format. Creative assignments, and assignments with atypical formats, are strongly encouraged. 
Marking:  
Option one: 
5 marks – 400 word review submitted on a relevant academic article, book or primary source that makes a clear case to include it in the course 
3 marks – a review that is under the word limit OR does not make a clear case to include it in the course 
0 marks – No review submitted, OR submission of a plagiarised review OR review of a publication that is entirely unsuitable or irrelevant to the 
course 
Option two: 
Marking scheme out of 5 points, exact marking guidance to be agreed between student and professor by the deadline in the schedule. 
 
Deadlines and extensions: 
Quizzes and surveys will be accessible for a specific period. Retakes are permitted on request. 
Essay and source analysis deadlines are recommended deadlines; you can submit those assignments up to 5 days late with no penalty; further 
extensions can be requested. You are strongly recommended to try and hand in the assignments when recommended, as otherwise you will 
get behind on the course.  
FINAL DEADLINE: I must submit all your grades to the registrar by 14th December, and marking takes time. For this reason, I will not accept any 
work of any kind after 5pm, Monday 7th December.  
 
Assignments - Essays: 
Students must write two essays, and will be able to have a draft of each essay reviewed by Writing Fellows to help them succeed with this 
assignment. Here are some general points on essay writing for this class: 
 
An essay should be an attempt to answer a question based on a range of relevant material organized into a coherent argument. The list of 
possible questions for each essay is given below. You must refer to primary and secondary sources using Chicago Style (Notes and Bibliography). 
The essay should clearly indicate the assignment title, your name, email address and page numbers. Excluding the bibliography, your essays 
should meet the minimum word count given below. Essays MUST be your own work. Any essay that bears suspicious similarity to a published 
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work, internet article, the essay of another student, or any other work, will be flagged by the TurnItIn system and may come in for serious 
penalties. A typical penalty for such violations would be to receive a 0 for the assignment. 
 
Writing Fellows: 
Writing fellows are undergraduate students who read your writing and make constructive suggestions for revisions. These students are very 
good writers themselves and are also trained in how to critically evaluate your writing. They are supervised by your professor. Writing fellows 
will read a draft of each of your essays, and give you feedback on how to improve. Writing fellows will not grade your essays, they will not teach 
you course content, and they cannot guarantee you a specific grade. They are here to help you improve your writing. 
 
Our Writing Fellows: 
Here are the names and contact details of our writing fellows. One of them will be assigned to help you with your work. 
Dinara Zhumagambetova (dinara.zhumagambetova@nu.edu.kz) 
Akyl Akanov (akyl.akanov@nu.edu.kz)  
Dana Amantay (dana.amantay@nu.edu.kz)  
Aruzhan Auyez (aruzhan.auyez@nu.edu.kz)  
 
Word Count: 
Essay 1: 1,500 words absolute minimum 
Essay 2: 1,500 words absolute minimum 
 
Essential Guidelines for Essays:  
In writing an essay, you MUST follow the guidelines below about reading and citing material. Anyone not following these guidelines will receive 
a D. 

• Final essays MUST include a front page listing what changes you made to your essay after working with the writing fellows. If you 
choose not to hand in a draft to the writing fellows, please note this at the start of your essay instead. 

• You MUST cite at least three of the essential readings relevant to the topic of your essay. 
• You MUST cite at least one article relevant to the topic of your essay from the file ‘Further Readings’.  
• You CAN cite my lectures (specify Lecture: Title of Lecture, Date). 
• You CAN cite scholarly articles you have found through scholar.google.com or NU library. 
• You MUST NOT cite any non-scholarly articles: no newspaper articles, blogs (other than ones I have provided), websites etc. If in doubt, 

ask me before you use something. 
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• You MUST include citations in your work, specifically footnotes in your essay that indicate where you found certain information or 
arguments. See this guide on creating footnotes: https://support.office.com/en-us/article/insert-footnotes-and-endnotes-61f3fb1a-
4717-414c-9a8f-015a5f3ff4cb 

• You MUST include a bibliography, a list of what you used for your essay. 
• Citations and the bibliography MUST follow Chicago Style (Notes and Bibliography). See here: 

https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html 
 
Essay Questions 
Essay 1: 
Pick one of the following questions to answer: 
A: What are the major concerns of cannibalism studies? 
B: Should we refer to the Island Caribs as the first cannibals? 
 
Essay 2: 
Pick one of the following questions to answer: 
A: Do you find Obeyesekere’s concept of “cannibal talk” to be a convincing explanation for cannibalism accusations? 
B: Are nineteenth-century missionary accounts of cannibalism reliable? 
C: To what extent is it reasonable to compare accusations of cannibalism from different times and places? 
 
Essays Grading: 
Draft essays – 5% of total grade. These are pass/fail assignments, you submit your draft to the writing fellow to pass. 
Essay 1 and 2 – 20% of total grade. These will be graded out of 100 as in the table on pages 9-10, then converted to a score out of 20. 
 
These are more detailed criteria applicable to grading the essays: 
 
A 
As for A-, but with an excellent performance on all aspects. 
 
A- 
Essay is of appropriate length. 
Attempts to answer the question using a broad range of primary and secondary sources (use of primary sources can be shown by citing those 
historical accounts assigned as separate readings, and/or can be shown by making specific and detailed reference to the primary sources quoted 
in secondary sources). 
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Weighs evidence for and against a specific viewpoint, and comes to an argued conclusion that strongly presents a view well-supported by the 
evidence. 
 
B 
Essay is of appropriate length. 
Attempts to answer the question using a reasonable range of primary and secondary sources. 
Weighs evidence for and against a specific viewpoint, and attempts to present a conclusion based on the evidence. 
 
C  
Essay is of appropriate length. 
Attempts to answer the question using a limited range of primary and/or secondary sources. 
Attempts to weigh evidence for and against a specific viewpoint.  
 
D 
Essays receiving this grade would usually fall into one or more of the following categories: 
Under the minimum required word limit. 
Entirely fails to answer the set question. 
Contains only basic information, with no attempt to construct an argument. 
Fails to use the correct number of readings. 
Fails to include a bibliography and correct citations.  
Includes non-academic material. 
 
F 
Failure to complete assignment, or submission of work that fails to meet the criteria for the course, or entirely fails to address the question, or 
is plagiarized. 
 
Grading (also called marking): 
 
These are the general grading criteria applicable to all assignments. This table should be read alongside the other rules for assignments set out 
in this syllabus.  
 

Grade Grade Range Short Definition Grade Description 
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A 95%-100% Excellent, exceeds the highest standards in the 
assignment or course 

A- class work will be distinguished in some or all of the 
following ways: originality of thought or interpretation; 
independence of judgement; wide-ranging reading, often 
beyond that required; intelligent use of primary sources; 
historiographical awareness and criticism; clarity and rigor of 
argument and structure; clarity and elegance of style; unusual 
and apt examples; comparison e.g. with themes and topics 
covered in other modules. 

A- 90%-94.9% Excellent; meets the highest standards for the 
assignment or course 

B+ 85%-89.9% Very good; meets high standards for the 
assignment or course 

B-class work will be distinguished in some or all of the 
following ways: clarity and rigor of argument and structure, 
well directed at the title; thorough coverage of recommended 
reading; intelligent use of primary sources; historiographical 
awareness; well-chosen examples; comparison e.g. with 
themes and topics covered in other modules; clarity of style. 

B 80%-84.9% Good; meets most of the standards for the 
assignment or course 

B- 75%-79.9% More than adequate; shows some reasonable 
command of the material 

C+ 70%-74.9% Acceptable; meets basic standards for the 
assignment or course 

C-class work will have some of the following features: some 
evidence of knowledge and understanding, but limitations in 
clarity and rigor of argument and structure; restricted coverage 
of reading; restricted use of primary sources; weaknesses of 
style; failure to address the title set. 

C 65%-69.9% Acceptable; meets some of the basic standards 
for the assignment or course 

C- 60%-64.9% Acceptable, while falling short of meeting basic 
standards in several ways 

D+ 55%-59.9% Minimally acceptable D-class work will have some of the following features: very 
limited knowledge and understanding; confusion in argument 
or structure; insufficient reading; confused style; failure to 
address the title set. 

D 50%-54.9% Minimally acceptable; lowest passing 

F 0-49.9% Did not satisfy the basic requirements of the 
course 

Work with very serious deficiencies that falls below the 
required standard, failing to address the literature with the 
seriousness required and with an inadequate grasp of the 
subject matter and analysis 

 
Academic misconduct policy 
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Academic and personal misconduct by any student in this course will be dealt with according to the requirements and procedures in the Student 
Code of Conduct for Nazarbayev University. Plagiarism and cheating will not be tolerated. Students should be familiar with the university’s official 
statement on plagiarism:  
 
Plagiarism is intentionally or carelessly presenting the work of another as one’s own. It includes submitting an assignment purporting to be the 
student’s original work which has wholly or in part been created by another person. It also includes the presentation of the work, ideas, 
representations, or words of another person without customary and proper acknowledgement of sources. Plagiarism occurs when a person: 
1.  Directly copies one or more sentences of another person’s written work without proper citation. If another writer’s words are used, you must 
place quotation marks around the quoted material and include a footnote or other indication of the source of the quotation. This includes cut 
and paste from the internet or other electronic sources; 
2.  Changes words but copies the sentence structure of a source without giving credit to the original source, or closely paraphrases one or more 
paragraphs without acknowledgement of the source of the ideas, or uses graphs, figures, drawings, charts or other visual/audio materials without 
acknowledging the source or the permission of the author; 
3.  Submits false or altered information in any academic exercise. This may include making up data for an experiment, altering data, citing 
nonexistent articles, contriving sources, etc.;  
4.  Turns in all or part of assignment done by another student and claims it as their own; 
5.  Uses a paper writing service, has another student write a paper, or uses a foreign language translation and submits it as their own original 
work.  
(Nazarbayev University Student Code of Conduct) 
 

COURSE SCHEDULE 
 
This is the planned schedule of work for this course. As far as is possible, I will try to stick to this, but I may make changes to this if I feel they are 
necessary. Any changes will be announced as soon as possible. 
 
CLASSES: All essential work will take place asynchronously over Moodle. On Tuesdays, there will be optional office hours to discuss any topic. 
On Thursdays, there will be an optional drop-in class to discuss the themes of the week. 
 
OPTIONAL LECTURE TBC Food, Cannibalism, and Anti-Asian Racism in the Era of COVID-19 
 

Date Week Topic Readings Assignment 
Week 1 Week 1 What is Cannibalism? 1   
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18.08  Introduction Syllabus  
20.08  What is Cannibalism? Introduction, Herrmann, Rachel B. To 

Feast on Us as Their Prey: Cannibalism 
and the Early Modern Atlantic. University 
of Arkansas Press, 2019. 

Survey on online needs 
 

Week 2 Week 2 What is Cannibalism? 2   
25.08  A Typology of Cannibalism Chapter 1, Arens, William. The Man-

Eating Myth: Anthropology and 
Anthropophagy. Oxford University Press, 
USA, 1979. 

 

27.08  Reading for Argument “Identifying Arguments” handout Quiz on syllabus 
Join a study group 

Week 3 Week 3 Medieval and Early Modern 
Monsters 1 

  

01.09  Monsters on the Margins Mittman, Asa Simon. "Introduction: The 
impact of monsters and monster 
studies." In The Ashgate research 
companion to monsters and the 
monstrous, pp. 41-54. Routledge, 2017. 

 

03.09  Mongols as Monsters Giffney, Noreen. "Monstrous Mongols." 
Postmedieval: a journal of medieval 
cultural studies 3, no. 2 (2012): 227-245. 

Source Analysis: Giffney’s quotes of Chronica 
Majora on pages 235-236 

Week 4 Week 4 Medieval and Early Modern 
Monsters 2 

  

08.09  The Blood Libel and Religious 
Accusations 

Matteoni, Francesca. "The Jew, the blood 
and the body in late medieval and early 
modern Europe." Folklore 119.2 (2008): 
182-200. 

 

10.09  Reading Primary Sources The Life and Miracles of St. William of 
Norwich, 1173 
https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/sourc
e/1173williamnorwich.asp  

Source Analysis:  The Life and Miracles of St. 
William of Norwich, 1173 
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Week 5 Week 5 Columbus and the original 
“Cannibals” 1 

  

15.09  Who were the Island Caribs? Introduction, Boucher, Philip P. Cannibal 
Encounters: Europeans and Island Caribs, 
1492–1763. JHU Press, 2009.  

 

17.09  Caribs and Cannibalism Chapter 2, Watson, Kelly L. Insatiable 
Appetites: Imperial Encounters with 
Cannibals in the North Atlantic World. 
NYU Press, 2017. 

 

Week 6 Week 6 Columbus and the original 
“Cannibals” 2 

  

22.09  Columbus’ Version Excerpts from Columbus, C. and de Las 
Casas, F.B., The Diario of Christopher 
Columbus’s First Voyage to America, 
1492–1493, trans. Oliver Dunn and 
James E. Kelley, Jr. (University of 
Oklahoma Press: Norman and London, 
1988). 

 

24.09  Drawing Cannibalism Selected Images  Draft of Essay 1 to Writing Fellows 
Week 7 Week 7 Brazil as “Cannibal Land” 1   
29.09  The Tupi Introduction, Langfur, Hal, ed. Native 

Brazil: beyond the convert and the 
cannibal, 1500-1900. UNM Press, 2014. 

 

01.10  Brazil in Foreign Eyes Chapter 3, Davies, Surekha. Renaissance 
Ethnography and the Invention of the 
Human: new worlds, maps and monsters. 
Cambridge University Press, 2016. 

 

FALL BREAK FALL BREAK FALL BREAK FALL BREAK FALL BREAK 
Week 8 Week 8 Brazil as “Cannibal Land” 2   
13.10  Brazil in Foreign Eyes Leca, Radu. "Brazilian Cannibals in 

Sixteenth-Century Europe and 
Seventeenth-Century Japan." 
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Comparative Critical Studies 11 (2014): 
109-130. 

15.10  Montaigne’s Version Montaigne, Michel de., “Of Cannibals,” 
The Complete Essays, London and New 
York: Penguin (1991). 

Source Analysis: “Of Cannibals” 

Week 9 Week 9 Nineteenth-Century 
Colonialism and Cannibalism 1 

  

20.10  Nineteenth-Century Empires Selected quotes from primary sources  
22.10  Racism in the Nineteenth 

Century 
Selected quotes from primary sources Essay 1 

Week 10 Week 10  Nineteenth-Century 
Colonialism and Cannibalism 2 

  

27.10  Cannibal Talk Chapter 1 from Obeyesekere, Gananath. 
Cannibal talk: the man-eating myth and 
human sacrifice in the South Seas. Univ 
of California Press, 2005. 

 

29.10  Nineteenth-Century 
Cannibalisms 

Selected quotes from primary sources 
and images 

OPTIONAL: Deadline to sign up for extra 
credit assignment  

Week 11 Week 11 Cannibalism and the 
Colonization of Fiji 1 

  

03.11  Pre-Colonial Fiji Excerpts, Fischer, Steven Roger. A history 
of the Pacific Islands. Macmillan 
International Higher Education, 2013.  

 

05.11  Cannibal Ancestors Banivanua-Mar, Tracey. "Cannibalism 
and colonialism: Charting colonies and 
frontiers in nineteenth-century Fiji." 
Comparative Studies in Society and 
History 52, no. 2 (2010): 255-281. 

 

Week 12 Week 12 Cannibalism and the 
Colonization of Fiji 2 

  

10.11  Missionaries and Cannibals Brantlinger, Patrick. "Missionaries and 
Cannibals in Nineteenth-century Fiji." 
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History and Anthropology 17.1 (2006): 
21-38. 

12.11  The Missionaries’ Version Excerpts from Waterhouse, J. (1865), The 
King and People of Fiji: Containing a Life 
of Thakombau; with Notices of the 
Fijians, Their Manners, Customs, and 
Superstitions, Previous to the Great 
Religious Reformation in 1854, Wesleyan 
Conference Office, London. 

Source Analysis: Waterhouse 

Week 13 Week 13 Ta’unga and Cannibalism in 
Polynesia and Melanesia 1 

  

17.11  Pre-Colonial Polynesia and 
Melanesia 

Excerpts, Fischer, Steven Roger. A history 
of the Pacific Islands. Macmillan 
International Higher Education, 2013.  

Draft of Essay 2 to Writing Fellows 

19.11  Reading Ta’unga Chapter 10, ‘On the Eating of Men’, The 
Works of Ta’unga: Records of a 
Polynesian Traveller in the South Seas 
1833-1896, R. G. and Marjorie Crocombe 
(eds) (Australian National University 
Press, Canberra, 1968). 

 Source Analysis: ‘On the Eating of Men’ 

Week 14 Week 14 Ta’unga and Cannibalism in 
Polynesia and Melanesia 2 

  

24.11  Re-writing Ta’unga  Rewrite the events in Ta’unga’s account from 
the perspective of the New Caledonia 
Islanders 

26.11  Drop-in class: essays   
04.12    Essay 2 

Extra Credit Assignment 


